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Disclaimer 
This document contains description of the OpenMinTeD project findings, work and products. Certain 

parts of it might be under partner Intellectual Property Right (IPR) rules so, prior to using its content 

please contact the consortium head for approval. 

In case you believe that this document harms in any way IPR held by you as a person or as a 

representative of an entity, please do notify us immediately. 

The authors of this document have taken any available measure in order for its content to be accurate, 

consistent and lawful. However, neither the project consortium as a whole nor the individual partners 

that implicitly or explicitly participated in the creation and publication of this document hold any sort of 

responsibility that might occur as a result of using its content. 

This publication has been produced with the assistance of the European Union. The content of this 

publication is the sole responsibility of the OpenMinTeD consortium and can in no way be taken to reflect 

the views of the European Union. 

The European Union is established in accordance with the Treaty 

on European Union (Maastricht). There are currently 28 Member 

States of the Union. It is based on the European Communities and 

the member states cooperation in the fields of Common Foreign 

and Security Policy and Justice and Home Affairs. The five main 

institutions of the European Union are the European Parliament, 

the Council of Ministers, the European Commission, the Court of 

Justice and the Court of Auditors. (http://europa.eu.int/) 

 

OpenMinTeD is a project funded by the European Union (Grant Agreement No 654021). 
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Publishable Summary 
The goal of the Platform UI Specification report is to present the main functionalities that the user 

interface must provide in order to fulfill the OpenMinTeD functional specifications as these have been 

reported in the “D4.3 – OpenMinTeD Functional Specifications” deliverable. Deliverable 4.3 describes 

the functionalities that will be present in the first release of the system. Functionalities that will be 

included in the next releases will be described in the next editions of this deliverable. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The OMTD portal will be the entry point for all services in the OpenMinTeD platform and will be used as 

a gateway to a large collection of numerous types of language data, from tagsets to ontologies and from 

publications to corpora, as well as to all user-level services and value-added functionalities, 

functionalities that will facilitate the end users (section 5) in the text mining process of the language data 

of interest. Based on the OMTD-Share model (section 4) the portal will support search and faceted 

browsing services for the underlying content. For each entity of the model the OpenMinTeD portal will 

provide detailed information and possible actions within the platform, e.g., calling the Workflow Editor 

in order to use a component within a mining process. 

This document focuses on the functionality and design of the User Interface, based on the current status 

of the “D4.3 – OpenMinTeD Functional Specifications”. Taking into account both the complexity of the 

analyzed use cases and the underlying data model, the user interface design is a complex process that 

will continue renewed throughout the whole project with iterative cycles of design, implementation and 

evaluation. The evaluation of the design will be performed in collaboration with the end users, which 

will lead to an interface heavily influenced by the users’ input that will be more friendly and catering the 

users’ need. The objective is to create an intuitive and effective interface for the OpenMinTeD portal so 

that the end users will be able to explore and retrieve all the necessary language data, as well as all the 

extra added-value functionalities, such as the annotation editor or the workflow editor. 

The rest of the document is structured as follows: Section 2 offers an overview of the design 

methodology used for the design of the OpenMinTeD user interface. Section 3 offers a brief overview of 

systems with related functionality to the OpenMinTeD project in order to examine the design and 

implementation options that could be re-used within the OpenMinTeD portal. Section 4 offers a brief 

overview of the OMTD-Share model, while Section 5 presents the OpenMinTeD Actors. Section 6 focuses 

on the low and high fidelity design prototypes, which were used for the first release. Finally, Section 7 

presents the implementation technologies used for the OpenMinTeD portal so far. 
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2. Design Methodology 
The OpenMinTeD platform aims to offer to end users a unified access to a wide range of language data 

such as corpora, publications, lexicons and ontologies that derive from several data providers as well as 

software components in order to perform simple and more complex text and data mining tasks, such as 

entity recognition and text classification. Furthermore, the OpenMinTeD platform offers added-value 

services, including crowdsourcing annotation editor and workflow editor, to further assist researchers 

using text-mining tools. This work will proceed in 3 main releases, each one building upon the previous 

with updates, in order to improve the offered services and usability, as well as adding new 

functionalities. The current document will be updated accordingly as the design of each release is 

concluded.  For the first release the main focus will be given in the design of the OpenMinTeD registry 

and its functionality. It will also provide a general, high-level presentation of the involved data that can 

be search and browsed from the registry.  

2.1 Study of the state-of-the-art 

The first step in the design of the OpenMinTeD platform is the study of existing systems with similar 

functionalities. This revealed effective approaches that have been adopted by some systems, as well as 

weaknesses that OpenMinTeD should overcome in its proposed design (section 3).  

2.2 Low fidelity prototypes 

The second step is the design of low fidelity prototypes for the OMTD platform release due in M16. The 

designs have been drawn with the collaboration and comments of the end users, both the application 

domain as well as the text-mining ones (for more details see Section 5.1.2). Note that the term “low 

fidelity” is used in design to denote a rough sketch or a quick mock-up (using the Pencil tool1), which has 

little detail and is quick to produce. These low fidelity designs help the project team to collaborate more 

efficiently and effectively since they are more abstract, using rectangles and labeling to represent 

content. Dummy content, sample or symbolic content is used to represent data when real content is not 

available. The low fidelity designs of the OpenMinTeD system is presented in Section Error! Reference s

ource not found.. 

2.3 High fidelity prototypes 

The final step is the design of high fidelity prototypes for the OMTD platform. While the low fidelity 

prototypes have been used as the tool for several discussions with the users in order to proceed into a 

more detailed “high fidelity” design, the high-fidelity designs are necessary for the implementation. 

High-fidelity designs incorporate a level of detail that more closely matches the design of the actual 

system, including visual elements and functionality. As there have been changes to the high fidelity 

designs in relation with the low fidelity ones, both are presented in this document in order to record the 

                                                      
1 http://pencil.evolus.vn/ 
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design process in detail. The high-fidelity designs are presented in Section Error! Reference source not f

ound.. 
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3. State of the art 
While OpenMinTeD does not aim to replicate, or replace the functionality of other systems in the same 

domain, but instead aspires to complement, use them and interoperate with them, some overlap with 

existing projects is unavoidable. For this reason, we have studied similar in scope projects and catalogued 

their features and technologies used. This helped identify use cases or potential user requirements that 

the OMTD portal should support. 

3.1 META-SHARE 

The community of META-NET (Network of Excellence forging the Multilingual Europe Technology 

Alliance) aims to bring together information society stakeholders, such as researchers, commercial 

technology providers, private and corporate language technology users and language professionals, and 

envisions to create a single digital market and information space for the Language Technology domain. 

Towards this direction META-NET has created META-SHARE 2 , an open, distributed, secure, and 

interoperable web infrastructure for sharing and accessing Language Resources (LR).  

3.1.1 Features – Functionality 

The main language resources available in the META-SHARE infrastructure, in order of priority, are: 

 Language data, such as written and spoken corpora 

 Language-related data, including and/or associated to other media and modalities 

 Language processing and annotation tools and technologies  

 Services through the use of language processing tools and technologies  

 Evaluation tools, metrics and protocols, services addressing assessment and evaluation, and 

 Service workflows by combining and orchestrating interoperable services 

For each language resource META-SHARE offers quality documentation and related metadata over the 

whole network and ensures that each LR as well as its respective metadata is properly managed, 

preserved and maintained. In order to maximize the interoperability and reuse of LRs, META-SHARE 

promotes the use of widely acceptable standards for language resource building, trying to overcome 

format, terminological and semantic differences. These interoperability guidelines along with the 

appropriate metadata guarantee legally sound governance, legal compliance and secure access to 

licensable resources. 

META-SHARE offers to the user the possibility to search and browse the repositories for LRs using simple 

keywords and/or a faceted search mechanism, to view detailed information for each LR and to download 

                                                      
2 http://www.meta-share.org/ 
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it, when legal guarantees allow it. Furthermore, META-SHARE also offers general statistics about the use 

of the META-SHARE node and access to the community forum. Finally, extra functionality such as 

uploading/downloading a LR is available for registered users only.  

3.1.2 User Interface 

The user interface of META-SHARE is simple and clear offering access to the META-SHARE infrastructure. 

It aggregates information via data harvesting and synchronization and forms a central inventory, which 

includes metadata-based descriptions of all language resources available in the distributed network. In 

the META-SHARE homepage (see Figure 1 METASHARE – Homepage) the user can access the catalogue 

of LRs via both search and browse functionalities, as well as the community forum, extensive 

documentation, information about the project and general statistics of the LRs usage. Furthermore, the 

user can use the registration, authentication and authorization service, when needed.  

 

 

Figure 1 METASHARE – Homepage 

 

The search functionality is a simple keyword-based search, which is performed over a subset of the 

metadata used to describe the LRs. The result page (see Figure 2 METASHARE - Results page) lists all the 

LRs that match the query (if the user doesn’t type any word, the result consists of the entire META-

SHARE catalogue). For each LR, a selected metadata information is provided: resource name, resource 

short name (if available), resource type, media type (see Figure 3 METASHARE - Media type) and 

language (if available), as well as the number of downloads and the number of views.  
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On the left pane of the results page, there is a list of facets (or filters). The user can filter the results by 

any combination of the provided fields. Filters can be combined with search terms entered in the search 

box to further refine the search query. The number of available LRs, if a specified filter is selected, is 

reported alongside each group of LRs. The facet functionality is also available in the browsing service of 

the META-SHARE catalogue.  

 

 

Figure 2 METASHARE - Results page 
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Figure 3 METASHARE - Media type 

Users can click on the name of a LR from the result page obtained by any type of search to open the page 

with the details for that LR (see Figure 4 METASHARE – Landing page). In the top pane META-SHARE 

provides the vital information about the resource, such as its name, and its description. If a URL for the 

resource is available, it is also shown here. The bottom left pane provides the legal and contact 

information. The bottom middle pane provides the media information and when multiple instances of 

these types exist, they are presented in sub-tabs. The bottom right pane provides metadata creation 

information. 
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Figure 4 METASHARE – Landing page 

3.1.3 Technologies used 

The META-SHARE infrastructure is implemented using the Django Python Web framework over an 

Apache Tomcat Server or a Lighttpd web server. Django has an incorporated template engine that 

processes HTML, CSS and JavaScript in order to form the interface. The back-end of the META-SHARE 

infrastructure is built over a PostgreSQL database mainly, but support for MySQL and SQLite databases 

is also offered. Over the database, an Apache Solr system was added to provide distributed indexing, 

replication and load-balanced querying. Finally, the XSD schema was implemented using the Altova 

XMLSpy editor.  

3.1.4 Conclusions 

META-SHARE provides the Language Technology community with an interoperable space for language 

resources. It offers a central inventory, which includes extensive metadata descriptions of all language 

resources available in the distributed network, with an easy to use interface. This facilitates research and 

creates a favorable operational environment for knowledge discovery and reuse.  

3.2 CLARIN 

CLARIN 3  (Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure) aims at providing easy and 

sustainable access to digital language data in written, spoken or multimodal form, as well as advanced 

tools to discover, explore, annotate and analyze such data sets for the scholars in the social sciences and 

humanities. CLARIN consists of networked distributed repositories, service centers and knowledge 

centers with single sign-on access for all members of the academic community in all participating 

                                                      
3 https://www.clarin.eu/ 
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countries. Tools and data from different centers are interoperable, so that data collections can be 

combined and tools can be chained to perform complex operations to support researchers in their work. 

3.2.1 Features – Functionality 

CLARIN infrastructure stores a variety of resources, which in order of priority are: 

 Primary and processed language data in various forms (written or spoken or multimodal form) 

 Various types of structured language data (e.g. word lists, dictionaries, etc.) which can be used for 

enhanced organization, processing and study of primary language data  

 Tools and applications for language processing (e.g. multilingual text alignment, morphological 

annotations, etc.) and  

 Visualization tools for processing results, multimedia collections, etc.  

The infrastructure is organized as a distributed repository network with a central aggregator and local 

repositories. The local repositories store the catalog and the metadata descriptions of the resources and 

the resources themselves, while the central aggregator operates as the network coordinator and collects 

the metadata descriptions of all resources from the local repositories to form the central catalog.  

CLARIN offers the user the possibility to search and browse the repositories for language and technology 

resources using simple keywords and/or a faceted search mechanism. For each resource, detailed 

information is provided, as well as access for download when legal guarantees are met. Furthermore, 

registered users are provided with extra functionality such as uploading/downloading a resource or using 

a language tool/application via CLARIN. Finally, general statistics of the usage of the CLARIN’s resources 

are also provided. 

3.2.2 User Interface 

CLARIN’s interface offers an easy and well-defined access to its infrastructure. CLARIN’s homepage (see 

Figure 5 CLARIN - Homepage) allows the user access to the central catalogue of resources via a two-fold 

functionality, browsing and searching, as well as information about the project, manual pages and 

general statistics of the resources’ usage. Furthermore, the user can use the registration, authentication 

and authorization service, when needed to obtain access to extra functionalities.  
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Figure 5 CLARIN - Homepage 

CLARIN’s search functionality is based on simple keywords, which are matched over a subset of the 

metadata used to describe the resources. The results page (see Figure 6 CLARIN - Results page) lists all 

the resources that matches the query (if the user doesn’t type any word, the result consists of the entire 

CLARIN catalogue), providing basic metadata information such as the resource name, its type, its media 

type (see Figure 7 CLARIN - Media type) and language (if available), as well as the number of downloads 

and the number of views.  

Apart from the plain keyword search, CLARIN also offers faceted search capabilities (see the left pane of 

the results page). The user can select among the provided fields and filter the results accordingly. The 

faceted search can be combined with keyword search allowing a deeper refine service of the search 

results. Finally, faceted capabilities are offered for the browsing service of the catalogue as well. 
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Figure 6 CLARIN - Results page 

 

 

Figure 7 CLARIN - Media type 

When a user clicks on the name of a resource from the results page, she/he can obtain access to its 

detailed metadata information (see Figure 8 CLARIN - Landing page). In the top pane CLARIN provides 

vital information about the resource, such as its name, its description and access to the resource itself. 

If the resource is a tool or an application that also runs in the CLARIN infrastructure, then the button 

“Upload and Process” is also shown. At the bottom on the left pane, legal and contact information is 
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shown, on the middle pane media information is provided and finally at the right pane metadata creation 

information is shown.  

 

Figure 8 CLARIN - Landing page 

3.2.3 Technologies used 

The CLARIN’s metadata schema was designed using the Altova XMLSpy editor. The main infrastructure 

is implemented using the Django Python Web framework, which has by default a template engine to 

generate and process files in html with CSS and JavaScript, over an Apache Tomcat Server. The backend 

storage of the infrastructure is built over a PostgreSQL database with the assistance of Apache Solr for 

indexing and querying optimization. CLARIN is a distributed service and runs over a cloud service. For 

example, CLARIN-EL is built over Okeanos, the GRNET cloud service, using the offered services of Pithos 

for storage and Kamaki for management of the cloud deployment. Moreover, in order to deploy the web 

services available in CLARIN’s repository the Hadoop framework has been used for the distributed 

processing of very large data sets, the Ansible Scripts for the software deployment and the Celery 

framework for an asynchronous task queue/job queue management. 

3.2.4 Conclusions 

CLARIN provides the scholar user with a plain and intuitive interface for exploring resources from the 

language technology domain. It relieves him or her from the burden of searching multiple repositories 

and possible incompatibilities issues, as CLARIN offers a central catalogue for searching where 

information from all local repositories has been harvested. Furthermore, any incompatibility issues 

between resources from different local repositories are diminished due to extensive interoperability 

guidelines and metadata. Finally, CLARIN also offers the possibility to run language technology tools and 

applications in its infrastructure, further facilitating the research process.  
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3.3 OpenAIRE 

OpenAIRE4  (Open Access Infrastructure for Research in Europe) brings together professionals from 

research libraries, open scholarship organizations, national e-Infrastructures, data experts, IT and legal 

researchers, and aims to promote open scholarship and improve the discoverability and reusability of 

research publications and data. OpenAIRE consists of an e-Infrastructure of repository networks that 

offers support for accessing and managing aggregated research publications, while linking them to the 

accompanying research and project information, related datasets and authors. Moreover, OpenAIRE 

also plans to provide workflows and services on top of its repository content, which will enable an 

interoperable network of repositories (via the adoption of common guidelines) and easy upload into an 

all-purpose repository. 

3.3.1 Features – Functionality 

OpenAIRE establishes and operates an electronic infrastructure for handling peer-reviewed articles as 

well as other important forms of publications (pre-prints or conference publications) and enriching them 

with information such as funding agent, authors and organizations. OpenAIRE’s portal is the gateway to 

all user-level services offered by the e-infrastructure established, including access via search and browse 

functionality to scientific publications and other value-added functionality, such as post authoring tools, 

monitoring tools through analysis of document, and usage of statistics. 

OpenAIRE offers to its users three different search services all of which use simple keywords search 

mechanism or a facet browse functionality. The first service is the one that allows the user to explore 

the OpenAIRE repository for publications, as well as research data, projects, people, organizations and 

data providers. The second service is dedicated for the exploration of the aggregated information 

available for the data providers, while the third service allows the exploration of information in 

numerous satellite source elements, such as newsletters and news feeds.  

3.3.2 User Interface 

The three different search services offered by OpenAIRE have their own interface designed to maximize 

the access to the relevant content. The first service (see Figure 9 OpenAIRE – Publications) offers the 

user access to the main content of OpenAIRE, i.e. publications, research data, projects, people, 

organizations and data providers, via browsing or simple keyword search functionality. Each type of 

content has each own tab where the relevant filters for the facet browsing are available. A combination 

of multiple filters is allowed.  

 

                                                      
4  https://www.openaire.eu 
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Figure 9 OpenAIRE – Publications 

OpenAIRE’s search functionality is based on simple keywords, which are matched over a subset of the 

metadata used to describe the resources. The result page (see Figure 10 OpenAIRE - Results page) lists 

all the resources that match the query, but organized in a tabbed format, similar to the facet browse 

functionality. For each result, basic metadata information is provided. For example in the case of 

publications, OpenAIRE shows its title, the authors, the year of publication, the first lines of its abstract 

(if available) and whether the publication is open access or not.  
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Figure 10 OpenAIRE - Results page 

When a user clicks on the title of a publication from the results page (the same is true for all different 

type of contents), he or she can obtain access to its detailed metadata information (see Figure 11 

OpenAIRE - Publication). In the top left of the page OpenAIRE provides vital information about the 

resource, which in the case of a publication is its title, the publisher’s name, the language of the text, 

information about the type of publication, the related subjects and the abstract (if available). Moreover, 

OpenAIRE offers extra functionality to manually link a resource to relative information, such as a project 

or research data in the case of publication, but this service is only available for registered users. On the 

top right corner of the page extra information and functionality is provided, for example in the 

publication case, there are links to the repository storing the publication, information about the funded 

project (when known) as well as functionalities to export the citation in various formats. At the bottom, 

in tabbed format, OpenAIRE provides information about its related entities. For the publication these 

are its references, possible related research data and similar publications. 
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Figure 11 OpenAIRE - Publication 

The second service the OpenAIRE offers is a dedicated search/browse for the compatible data providers 

(see Figure 12 OpenAIRE - Data providers). OpenAIRE provides plain keyword search functionality, 

enhanced with filter capabilities based on the type of data provider and/or its compatibility level. When 

none of the filters is used and when the keyword search box is empty, OpenAIRE allows access to the full 

catalogue of data providers. For each entry in the catalogue, the following information is provided: its 

name, its type, the country of operations, the institution and the compatibility level. Furthermore, as the 

results are shown in a table format it is possible to rearrange the results give the previous mentioned 

information.  
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Figure 12 OpenAIRE - Data providers 

Finally, OpenAIRE’s third service is a generic one that allows access to satellite elements of information, 

such as newsletters, articles and knowledge bases to name a few (see Figure 13 OpenAIRE - General 

search). OpenAIRE provides keyword search functionality along with filtering and ordering functionality.  
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Figure 13 OpenAIRE - General search 

3.3.3 Technologies used 

The interface of OpenAIRE is built using PHP and JavaScript technologies. For the design of the web 

pages, the front-end CSS framework Bootstrap is used. Moreover, in order for the OpenAIRE to provide 

the extra aggregated information per resource, such as the years of publication chart in the research 

project, the following packages are used: the Piwik framework for performing the data analytics 

calculations in real time and the Highcharts framework for the visualization.  

3.3.4 Conclusions 

OpenAIRE provides the user with an intuitive interface for exploring publications and research data from 

multiple data providers. It relieves him or her from the burden of searching multiple repositories, as 

OpenAIRE serves as a central access point for searching over multiple repositories. Finally, as aggregated 

content (publication, research data, etc.) is enriched with relevant information via linkage, finding similar 

information as well as gaining a general view of how research is progressing is achieved easily. 
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4. Overview of the data model 
Before describing the functionality of the OpenMinTeD user interface, an overview of the OMTD-Share 

data model is presented. The first version of the model has been released in M14 in "D5.2 

Interoperability Standards and Specifications Report" and an overview of the model is presented in 

Figure 14 OpenMinTeD Schema overview. Concepts like “Corpus”, “Lexical/Conceptual Resource”, 

“Component” and “Model” are core entities of the OMTD-Share model (shown in blue in Figure 14), 

while concepts like “Organization”, “Person” and “Project” are satellite entities (shown in orange). The 

core entities are the central concepts of the ontology, which are described in detail and whose focus is 

to facilitate their research and retrieval processes. Apart from the core entities, the OMTD-Share model 

also describes other satellite entities, which are linked to core entities through relations that in the 

model are represented as basic elements (relations are shown in black arrows in Figure 14). The 

interconnection between the core entities and these satellite entities, pictures in depth the full lifecycle 

of resources from production to use: reference documents related to the resource (papers, reports, 

manuals etc.), persons/organizations involved in its creation and use (creators, distributors etc.), related 

projects and activities (funding projects, activities of usage etc.), accompanying licenses, etc. It should 

be noted, however, that the satellite entities are described only when the case arises, i.e. when they are 

linked to a specific resource.  

 

Figure 14 OpenMinTeD Schema overview 
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Figure 15 OpenMinTeD Corpus Schema offers a partial view of the model related to the “Corpus” 

concept. The metadata information of a Corpus contains detailed information related to its unique 

identification, such as its names, description and identifiers which are available in the element of 

ms:identificationInfo. Moreover, provenance information related to its creation, such as who 

is the creator, whether it is part of a funding project as well as its creation date, is available in the element 

ms:resourceCreationInfo. Finally, the status of a corpus, whether it is a raw or an annotated 

one, along with all the necessary information, such as the annotations, the related raw corpus, etc., is 

available in the element ms:corpusSubtypeSpecificInfo. 
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Figure 15 OpenMinTeD Corpus Schema 
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5. Actors 
In the context of the OpenMinTeD project the following Actor roles have been identified in “D4.2 - 

Community Requirements Analysis Report” and “D4.3 - OpenMinTeD Functional Specifications”: 

 END USER: Researchers and text mining experts interested in exploring the publication content 

offered via of the OMTD using services and tools. They can access the OMTD services through the 

OMTD web interface. 

 ADMINISTRATOR: A user who has full access to the OMTD system. She/he is responsible for 

monitoring and configuring the system, as well as the management of the users, services and the 

registry. 

5.1 End Users 

End users can be categorized using two different criteria. The first categorization is based on whether 

users are registered or not in the OMTD platform. The second categorization concerns only the 

registered users and it is based on their level of expertise.  

5.1.1 Anonymous vs. Registered Users 

Anonymous users are researchers and text-mining scientists interested in viewing and exploring the 

metadata content of OMTD registry. For further access to OMTD services, e.g., Workflow Execution 

Engine or Annotation Editor, anonymous users must register to OMTD to get valid credentials.  

5.1.2 Application domain vs. Text-Mining Users 

Application domain users are researchers from different scientific communities, who are generally 

familiar with using (installing, configuring, running) software applications, but whose technical skills on 

text and data mining processes are minimum. Moreover, they are interested in using end-to-end services 

and applications. Text-mining users, on the other hand, are developers of specific components. They are 

interested in adding their components in the OMTD registry, evaluating text-mining 

components/workflows or interacting with the Workflow Editor in order to design new text-mining 

applications. 

5.2 Administrators and Moderators 

For the time being, no specific functionalities for the advanced administration have been defined. 
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6. Functionalities 
In this section, we present the main functionalities that have been analyzed and will be implemented in 

the first OMTD platform release. This section will be updated throughout the whole project, as iterative 

cycles of design, implementation and evaluation will take place, incorporating gradually the complexity 

of the analyzed use cases and the underlying data model.  

6.1 Registering and Authenticating with OMTD AAI 

To access OMTD resources, you need to sign up for an account. As part of this process you will be 

assigned a personal OMTD ID, which will then be used across all OMTD tools and services. To register 

your account, follow the instructions below:  

1. Enter the following URL in a browser: https://aai.openminted.eu/signup    

2. Select your Identity Provider from the discovery page:  browse through the list of Identity 

Providers to find your Home Organisation;  or, alternatively,  type the name of your Home 
Organisation in the search box. Note that this filter only matches entries within the currently 

selected view (tab) of Identity Providers and is localised based on the selected language.   

 

 

The OpenMinTeD SSO service enables research communities to access OpenMinTeD e-Infrastructure 

resources in a user-friendly and secure way. More specifically, OpenMinTeD SSO allows researchers 

whose home organisations participate in one of the eduGAIN federations to access the OpenMinTeD 

infrastructure and services using the same credentials they are using at their home organisation. 

Furthermore, OpenMinTeD SSO supports user authentication with social identities, enabling even those 

Figure 16 Identity Provider Discovery Page 

https://aai.openminted.eu/signup
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users who do not have a federated account at a home organisation to be able to seamlessly access the 

OpenMinTeD services without compromising the security of the OpenMinTeD infrastructure. You can 

check the current list of supported Identity Providers here. 

3. Enter your login credentials to authenticate yourself with your Home Organisation (Figure 18) 
4. After successful authentication, you may be prompted by your Home Organisation to consent 

to the release of personal information to the OMTD AAI Service Provider Proxy. (Figure 19) 
5. On the OMTD AAI Consent about releasing personal information page, click ‘Yes’, continue to 

consent to the release of personal information to the OpenMinTeD User Account Registry. If 
you select the Remember option, your browser will remember your choice unless you clear 
your cookies or restart the browser.  

 

 
6. After successful 

authentication, you will be redirected to the OMTD account registration form. On the 

introductory page, click Begin to start the registration process.  Depending on the attributes 
released by your Identity Provider, you will need to go through one of the following account 

registration processes:   
A. Self-service Sign Up: Allows you to join the OMTD User Community without approval by an 

administrator if all the information below is asserted by your Home Organisation:   

• At least one of the following unique user identifiers:  your pseudonymous, non- 
reassignable identifier (eduPersonUniqueId attribute); your name-based identifier 
(eduPersonPrincipalName attribute);  your pseudonymous identifier 

(eduPersonTargetedID attribute or SAML persistent identifier);   

• Your first name (givenName attribute)  

• Your surname (sn attribute)  

Figure 177 Login Page for Home Organisation 

https://aai.openminted.eu/proxy/module.php/core/authenticate.php?as=sso
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• Your email address (mail  attribute)   

• Your role (affiliation) in your  Home Organisation (eduPersonScopedAffiliation 

attribute)   
 

B. Sign Up: If your Home Organisation cannot release any of the information above, you will 
need to provide the values of the missing attributes yourself. Your request to join the OMTD 
User Community must then be approved by an OMTD User Sponsor. You may optionally select 
a particular individual to review your request through the Sponsor dropdown list.  

 

7. If you agree to the OpenMinTeD AAI Terms of Use, select the I Agree option 
8. Finally, click Submit to submit your request. Important: You will not be able to submit your request 

until you agree to the terms.  

After submitting your request, OMTD AAI will send you an email with a verification link in it. After you 

click that link, you'll be taken to the request confirmation page.   After reviewing your request, click 

Confirm and re-authenticate yourself using the Identity Provider you selected in Step 2.  In the case of 

the Sign Up registration, you need to wait for an OMTD User Sponsor to approve your request to join 

the OMTD User Community. Upon approval, OMTD AAI will send you a notification email.   

After your registration has been completed, you can manage your profile through the OMTD Account 

Registry portal at https://aai.openminted.eu/registry and login to OMTD services by authenticating 

yourself with identity provider you selected in step 2. 

 

https://aai.openminted.eu/registry
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Figure 18 Attribute Release Consent Form 

 

 

6.2 Browse and search resources in the OMTD registry 

The OMTD portal allows end users to browse and explore the OMTD registry for resources of different 

types, from corpora and language descriptions to processing components and services.  

6.2.1 Browse resources 

The OMTD portal offers access to all available resources along accompanied by basic. Entry points are 

either the “Browse” menu or an empty search. Depending on users’ background or interests, i.e., 

application domain or text-miner experts, we offer two different views. A toggle button allows the 

switching from the simple view to a more advanced one, with the simple view being the default.  

6.2.1.1 Browsing for application domain users (simple view) 

Application domain users, i.e., non-experts in text-mining, are primarily interested in end-to-end 

applications and corpora, and they must not be bothered with detailed components, which require 
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specific NLP/TDM expertise. Details about browsing for such users are illustrated in Table 1 Browse 

resources functionality (simple view). 
Table 1 Browse resources functionality (simple view) 

ID Browse resources (simple view) 

Description End users view a list of services/applications/corpora along with a minimum 
set of metadata. 

Required 
Databases 

OMTD registry 

Actors End user 

Preconditions None 

Main process 1. End users press “Enter” in the search box with empty keyword or selects 
the option “Browse” in the top menu in the OMTD portal homepage. 

2. View a list of services/applications/corpora along with basic information.  
3. (Optional) Click on the toggle button “Advanced view” in order to switch 

to the more advanced view of the browsing functionality (see Table 2 
Browse resources functionality (advanced view)). 

4. (Optional) End users click on a resource to see all its available metadata. 

Exceptions - 

Related data model 
entities 

Component (only end-to-end applications), Corpus 

Processed Data Metadata information about the OMTD resources. 

Generated Data - 
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Figure 19 Low-fidelity prototype of browse resources functionality (simple view) 

 

Figure 20 High-fidelity prototype for browse resources functionality (simple view) 
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6.2.1.2 Browsing for text-miners (advanced view) 

For more advanced users such as text-miners, OMTD displays a full view of resources of the registry, so 

that they can browse through specific components and later combine them into a workflow in order to 

create an end-to-end service. Details about the browsing functionality for such expert users are 

illustrated in Table 2 Browse resources functionality (advanced view). 

Table 2 Browse resources functionality (advanced view) 

ID Browse resources 

Description The End user views a list of the OMTD resources along with a minimum set of 
metadata. 

Required 
Databases 

OMTD registry 

Actors End user 

Preconditions None 

Main process 1. End users press “Enter” in the search box with no keyword or select the 
option “Browse” in the top menu in the OMTD portal homepage. 

2. A list of all OMTD resources appears, along with an overview of its 
information. 

3. (Optional) Click on the toggle button “Simple view” in order to switch to 
the more simple view of the browsing functionality (see Table 1). 

4. (Optional) End users click on a resource to see all its available metadata. 

Exceptions - 

Related data model 
entities 

Resources, Corpus, Component, Lexical/Conceptual Resource, Language 
Description  

Processed Data Metadata information about the OMTD resources. 

Generated Data - 
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Figure 21 Low-fidelity prototype for browse resources (advanced view) 

 

 

Figure 22 High-fidelity prototype for browse resources (advanced view) 
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6.2.2 Search for resources 

To further facilitate the browsing and exploration functionality, the OMTD platform offers a faceted 

search. It is based on simple keywords matched over a subset of the metadata elements used to describe 

the various resources. End users can select among the provided fields and filter the results accordingly. 

The faceted search can be combined with keyword search allowing for an in-depth refinement. Details 

about the search functionality are presented in Table 3 Search for resources. 

Table 3 Search for resources 

ID Search for resources 

Description The End user queries the OMTD portal for resources using keywords and any 
combination of the filter fields, such as resource type, distribution license, 
language and mime type. 

Required 
Databases 

OMTD registry 

Actors End user 

Preconditions None 

Main process 1. The End user enters a set of keywords in the search box and/or selects a 
combination of the filter fields. 

2. The OMTD portal processes the query and returns a list of resources that 
fit the criterions. 

3. The End user views a list a list of resources that fit the criterions. 

4. (Optional) The End user clicks on a resource to see all its available 
metadata. 

Exceptions - 

Related data model 
entities 

Resources, Corpus, Component, Lexical/Conceptual Resource, Language 
Description 

Processed Data Metadata information about the OMTD resources. 

Generated Data - 
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Figure 23 Low-fidelity prototype of search resources functionality 

 

Figure 24 High-fidelity prototype of search resources functionality 
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6.2.3 Resource landing page 

Both the browsing and search functionalities allow a high level overview of the available resources, based 

on the selected criteria along with basic information about each one of them, such as the language 

resource’s name, its type, a brief description, along with statistics such as the number of downloads and 

views per resource.  

The resource landing page is identified by a unique URL based on the resource’s id and presents the 

more detailed metadata information. Apart from the basic information about the resource, i.e., name 

and description, additional metadata is presented (e.g., creation, contact and version information, 

distribution info, documentation, evaluation). A landing page view depends on the type of resource, 

where different information is presented based on the data model and the end user needs (novice or 

expert). Table 4 Resource landing page functionality presents initial aspects of a generic resource landing 

page. 

The UI must take into consideration the following: 

- Page “real estate” – how to divide the page, what visual effects to bring out the most important 

elements. Special attention must be given to mobile devices (responsive design). 

- Semantic elements grouped together – what is the best way to achieve this, i.e., what types of 

UI components (e.g., tabs, sliders, popups) to use for easier use.  

- Visibility of elements – which metadata elements to show to which types of user;  

Table 4 Resource landing page functionality 

ID Resource landing page 

Description The End user selects a resource to view all its available metadata. 

Required 
Databases 

OMTD registry 

Actors End user 

Preconditions None 

Main process 

1. Given a list with resources, the End user clicks on a resource’s name to 
see all its available metadata. 

2. The OMTD portal processes the request and returns the full metadata 
description for the selected resource. 

Exceptions - 

Related data model 
entities 

Resources, Corpus, Component, Lexical/Conceptual Resource, Language 
Description 

Processed Data Metadata information about the OMTD language resources. 

Generated Data - 
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Figure 25 Low-fidelity prototype of resource landing page 

 

 

Figure 26 High-fidelity prototype of resource landing page 
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6.3 Resource registration 

The OMTD platform enriches its content by allowing the registration of new resources. Registration is 

available through the “SHARE” menu, available only to registered users. The current release of the OMTD 

platform allows only software components and corpora, as described in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2.  

6.3.1 Component registration 

The OMTD platform offers three different ways for registering components:   

- Through a registration form 

- Through resolving maven coordinates 

- Via XML description 

 

 

Figure 27 Low-fidelity prototype of share component options 
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Figure 28 High-fidelity prototype of share component options 

6.3.1.1 Component registration using a form 

The OMTD platform offers a registration form so that service providers can easily share with the OMTD 

platform their components. It facilitates the required metadata description and validates it in real time. 

Details about component registration via registration form are presented in Table 5 Component 

registration functionality via registration form.  

Table 5 Component registration functionality via registration form 

ID Component registration via registration form 

Description Registered users register a component via a form. 

Required 
Databases 

OMTD registry 

Actors Registered user 

Preconditions Registered user accesses the OMTD web portal using a common web browser. 

Main process 1. In the OMTD portal homepage, Registered users select the “Share-
>Component” menu. 

2. Registered users select the option “I want to register using the form”. 
3. Registered users complete the registration form with the requested 

information. 
4. Registered users submit the registration by clicking on “Register”. 

Exceptions An error message if all required metadata are not completed. 

Related data model 
entities 

Component 

Processed Data - 
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Generated Data Metadata information about the newly registered component. 

 

 

Figure 29 Low-fidelity prototype of component registration via form 
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Figure 30 High-fidelity prototype of component registration via form 

6.3.1.2 Component registration via maven coordinates 

The second way to register a component in the OMTD platform is by extracting metadata information 

available in a maven project. The OMTD platform requires the artifactId and groupId of the maven 

project and extracts metadata trying to pre-fill as much information as possible to the registration form. 

The component provider will only need to fill the rest information into the registration form. Details 

about the component registration functionality via maven coordinates are presented in Table 6 

Component registration functionality via maven coordinates.  

Table 6 Component registration functionality via maven coordinates 

ID Component registration via maven coordinates 

Description The Registered user registers a component into the OMTD registry by 
resolving maven coordinates. 

Required 
Databases 

OMTD registry, Maven repository 

Actors Registered user 

Preconditions Registered users access the OMTD web portal using a common web browser. 

Main process 1. In the OMTD portal homepage, Registered users select the menu “Share-
>Component”. 

2. Registered users fill in the maven artifact id and group id. 
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3. Registered users click on “Resolve maven coordinates”. 

4. The OMTD platform extracts from the Maven repository metadata 
information and pre-fills the registration form accordingly.  

5. Registered users complete the rest of the form with the requested 
information and/or correct the pre-filled information from the maven 
repository. 

6. Registered users submit the registration by selecting the “Register” option. 

Exceptions An error message if all required metadata are not completed. 

Related data model 
entities 

Component 

Processed Data - 

Generated Data Metadata information about the newly registered component. 

 

 

Figure 31 Low-fidelity prototype of component registration via maven coordinates resolution (step 1) 
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Figure 32 Low-fidelity prototype of component registration via maven coordinates resolution (step 2) 

 

Figure 33 High-fidelity prototype of component registration via maven coordinates resolution (step 1) 
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Figure 34 High-fidelity prototype of component registration via maven coordinates resolution (step 2) 

6.3.1.3 Component registration via XML description 

An alternative way to register a component in the OMTD platform is by uploading an XML description of 

the component in the OMTD-schema. Details about the component registration functionality via XML 

description are illustrated in Table 7 Component registration functionality via XML description.  

Table 7 Component registration functionality via XML description 

ID Component registration via XML description 

Description Registered users register a component into the OMTD registry using an XML 
description following the OMTD-schema. 

Required 
Databases 

OMTD registry 

Actors Registered user 

Preconditions Registered users access the OMTD web portal using a common web browser. 

The XML description follows the OMTD-Schema. 

Main process 1. In the OMTD portal homepage, Registered users select the menu “Share-
>Component”. 

2. Registered users click on “I want to register using an XML” option. 

3. Registered users upload an XML description: 

- By copying and pasting it in the text area, 
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- By clicking on the “Browse”, selecting the appropriate local xml file and 
clicking on “Preview”, or 

- By pasting a URL where the XML description lives and clicking on 
“Preview”. 

4. Registered users can preview the XML description in the text area. 

5. Registered users complete the registration by clicking on  “Register”. 

Exceptions An error message if the XML description does not follow the OMTD Schema. 

Related data model 
entities 

Component 

Processed Data  

Generated Data Metadata information about the newly registered component. 

 

 

Figure 35 Low-fidelity prototype of component XML registration 
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Figure 36 High-fidelity prototype of component XML registration 
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6.3.2 Corpus registration 

The OMTD portal allows the registration of new corpora via the “SHARE->CORPUS” option. The OMTD 

platform offers two different ways for the registration of corpora:  

- by creating a new corpus of publications using the corpus builder functionality, and 
- by uploading an existing corpus.  

In both cases, the OMTD platform offers a registration form facilitating the corpus’ metadata description 

and its validation and submission. 

 

Figure 37 Low-fidelity prototype of share corpus options 

 

 

Figure 38 High-fidelity prototype of share corpus options 
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6.3.2.1 Corpus builder 

The Corpus Builder allows registered users to create a new corpus using keyword search functionality to 

retrieve publications from the OMTD compatible publication providers. The retrieved results can be 

subsequently refined via filters, e.g., license, publication year, subject, language and content source. 

Details about the corpus builder functionality are illustrated in Table 8 Corpus builder functionality. 

Table 8 Corpus builder functionality 

ID Corpus builder 

Description 
Registered users build a corpus of publications and register it into the OMTD 
registry using the corpus builder.  

Required 
Databases 

OMTD registry 

Actors Registered user 

Preconditions Registered users access the OMTD web portal using a common web browser. 

Main process 

1. In the OMTD portal homepage, registered users select the menu “Share-
>Corpus”. 

2. Registered users click on the “I want to build a new corpus” option. 

3. (Optional) Registered users enter a set of keywords into the text search 
box in the top of the page as criteria for retrieving a set of publications. 

4. The OMTD platform process the query, communicates with its linked 
content providers to retrieve the matching publications and presents a 
high overview of the returned results per provider. 

5. (Optional) Registered users can further refine the search by using a 
combination of keywords and filter fields, such as license, publication 
year, subject, language and content source. 

6. When registered users are satisfied with the corpus, they submit the 
registration by clicking on “Create corpus”. 

7. The OMTD platform extracts from the content providers metadata 
information and pre-fills the registration form. 

8. Registered users complete the registration form with the requested 
information. 

9. Registered users submit the registration by clicking on “Register”. 

Exceptions An error message if all required metadata are not completed. 

Related data model 
entities 

Corpus 

Processed Data - 

Generated Data Metadata information about the newly registered corpus. 
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Figure 39 Low-fidelity prototype of search for publications functionality (corpus builder step 1) 

 

 

Figure 40 Low-fidelity prototype of providing corpus metadata (corpus builder step 2) 
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Figure 41 High-fidelity prototype of search for publications functionality (corpus builder step 1) 

 

 

Figure 42 High-fidelity prototype of providing corpus metadata (corpus builder step 2) 
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6.3.2.2 Corpus upload 

An alternative way to register a corpus is to upload a predefined existing corpus. A registered user 

uploads a zipped file that contains the corpus and completes a registration form with the requested 

metadata description. Details about the corpus upload functionality are presented in Table 9 Corpus 

upload functionality  

Table 9 Corpus upload functionality 

ID Corpus upload 

Description Registered users upload and register a corpus into the OMTD registry using 
the registration form.  

Required 
Databases 

OMTD registry 

Actors Registered user 

Preconditions Registered users access the OMTD web portal using a common web browser. 

Main process 1. In the OMTD portal homepage, registered users select the menu “Share-
>Corpus”. 

2. Registered users click on the “I want to upload my corpus” option. 

3. Registered users upload a zipped file containing the corpus data.  

4. Registered users complete the registration form with the requested 
information. 

5. Registered users submit the registration by clicking on “Register”. 

Exceptions An error message if all required metadata are not completed. 

Related data model 
entities 

Corpus 

Processed Data - 

Generated Data Metadata information about the newly registered corpus. 
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Figure 43 Low-fidelity prototype of corpus upload (step 1 - upload zip) 

 

 

Figure 44 Low-fidelity prototype of corpus upload (step 2 - metadata provision) 
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Figure 45 High-fidelity prototype of corpus upload (step 1 - upload zip) 

 

 

Figure 46 High-fidelity prototype of corpus upload (step 2 - metadata provision) 
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7. Implementation technologies 
The web portal is the top layer (Web Layer) of the OpenMinTeD architecture. It is implemented in 

HTML5, CSS and JavaScript using Angular25, a development toolkit for building and optimizing complex 

JavaScript browser-based applications in typescript. Angular2 was selected because it is a modern 

framework, widely adopted and supported by the open source community which allows us to easily build 

software that will be maintained and supported for the foreseeable future. 

 

                                                      
5 http://angular.io 
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